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In order to disprove the law that all crows are black, it is enough to find one white crow. 

William James, PhD 

 

Introduction: From “White Crow Mediums” to “White Crow Spirits” 

 

 The “one white crow” quote from Professor William James of Harvard University 

introduced my book The Afterlife Experiments: Breakthrough Scientific Evidence of Life 

After Death (Schwartz, 2002).  James used this example to illustrate how it took only one 

“exception to the rule” to establish that a given rule was not absolute – and therefore not 

universally true.  In his instance, and my instance too, we referred to the indisputable 

logic which indicates that it takes a solid demonstration of only one “genuine” medium to 

disprove the “law” that “all mediums are frauds.” 

 

 In The Afterlife Experiments book, I provided extensive evidence documenting 

the existence of not only one “white crow medium”; the total was actually five.  In my 

subsequent books, The Truth About Medium (2005) and The Sacred Promise (2011), the 

total number of white crow mediums increased to over 20.  And at the time I was writing 

this brief chapter (April 2015), I could report that I had at this point observed a total of 

over 30 white crow mediums.   

 

Though most mediums do not like to “fly together”, we can imagine that if they 

did, this would be quite a “number of crows.” 

 

Using the white crow metaphor, I have had the opportunity to observe striking 

and compelling evidence from the “other side” for what can be called “white crow 

spirits.”  For those of you who prefer terms other than spirits – for example, many 

scientists use the term “discarnates” – you can think of these “post-physical people” as 

“white crow discarnates.”   

 

I prefer to use the term spirits for three reasons: (1) spirit is a term used by 

mediums, (2) spirit is a word understood by the general public, and (3) spirit seems to be 

a more honorable and personable term, especially when speaking of specific white crows.  

For example, if we are going to refer to deceased persons as “discarnates,” then we 

should label the mediums who hear them – and the scientists who investigate them – as 

“incarnates.”   

 

Whatever term we prefer –spirits or discarnates – is not of primary concern; what 

matters here is that some of these post-physical people are providing extensive – and 

often extraordinary – evidence that not only that they are still “here,” but that they care 

deeply about their loved ones, the human species, and the planet as a whole. 

 

I have had the privilege to observe extensive and extraordinary evidence from a 

number of “white crow spirits.” I will be presenting some of this evidence in a future 

keynote address at the “Life in the Afterlife” Conference (September 25-27, 2015, in 

Scottsdale, Arizona).   For the present address, I will feature the first white crow spirit I 

had the privilege to work with – and learn from – after she passed, Ms. Susy Smith.   
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Who is Susy Smith? 

 

 Very briefly, Susy Smith is a professional journalist and writer, lay scientist, and 

claimant psychic who published a total of 30 books in parapsychology and life after death 

over her distinguished career.  I have written about Susy in five of my books, two while 

she was living (The Living Energy Universe, 1999, and The Afterlife Experiments, 2002), 

and three after she died (The Truth about Medium, 2005, The Sacred Promise, 2011, and 

Super Mind, 2015).  

 

I met Susy when she was 85 years old, retired, and living in Tucson.  In lay 

audience presentations I fondly explain that Susy became my “adopted grandmother” – 

she used to call me her “illegitimate grandson” – and that she often told me that she 

“could not wait to die” so that she “could prove that she was still here.”   Susy received 

this opportunity in the spring of 2001, a few months prior to her 90th birthday.   

 

Susy knew many of the most distinguished mediums as well as leading afterlife 

scientists of her day. Life after death research was the primary focus of her life for almost 

fifty years. If anyone was going to provide compelling and replicated evidence of 

survival of consciousness after physical death, it would be Susy. 

 

Twelve Lessons Susy Smith Taught Me After She Died 

 

 Over the past fourteen years, extraordinary evidence about survival of 

consciousness after physical death has been provided by Susy.  Susy has come through 

more than a dozen mediums, many times under completely unexpected (i.e. to me and the 

mediums) circumstances.  Table 1 (next page) summarizes twelve lessons Susy has 

taught me about the other side since she has died.  Table 1 reflects a partial and 

exemplary list of demonstrations which are especially memorable and meaningful. 

 

 A book could (and should be) devoted to this extraordinary evidence and I plan to 

write this book when the time permits. 

 

 
Table 1 

 

Twelve Lessons Susy Smith (Spirit) Has Demonstrated “From the Other Side” 

 

1. Spirit can come through a medium within 24 hours of physically dying (LC) 

2. Spirit can provide information that only the sitter knows about and plans for 
her life in the next life (LC) 

a. Dancing 
b. Raising an infant 
c. Participating in future research 
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3. Spirit can “drop in” unexpectedly to a person unknown to the person or the 
spirit’s loved one, and specifically ask this person to contact the spirit’s loved 
one 

a. JM 
b. SG  

4. Spirit can “watch over” their loved ones in controlled experiments (JM) 

5. Spirit can “foresee future events” 
a. Warning of “ambush” (spontaneous, Allison D) 
b. Tires (experiment, Janet M) 
c. Changing decision in a court case (experiment, Janet M) 
d. Dragonfly meeting (Janet M) 
e. Car not starting (spontaneous, Suzanne G) 
f. Highlighting a special day (Katherine Y friend) 

6. Spirit can visit specific mediums for specific purposes  
a. Pose for a sculpture (PS) 
b. Validate watching over by providing new evidence – “talk about the 

curtain” (SG) 

7. Spirit can intentionally appear younger than she was when she physically died 
(PS) 

8. Spirit can interrupt and intervene in an experiment to protect the sitter and 
the experimenter (SM) 

9. Spirit can show up anywhere at any time 
a. Restaurant (NM) 
b. Golf cart (SG) 

10. Spirit can bring other spirits to mediums under blind conditions 
a. Deceased sister (JM) 
b. Multiple family members (JM) 
c. Deceased significant other (NM)  
d. Deceased scientist (SG)  

11. Spirit can confirm events associated with other spirits (presence and meaning 
of bird, MO) 

12. Spirit can play a behind the scenes role in bringing two people together (KY) 

 

 I have chosen two examples to share in this report.  They are Lessons #6 (a) and 

7. 

 

 

Seeing Spirit and Sculpting Them?  

 

Only a subset of psychics and mediums claim to be able to physically see the 

deceased.  Of those who claim to see spirits, the majority report seeing in their “mind’s 

eye” (that is, in their head). It turns out that only a small minority of mediums actually fit 

the well-known phrase “I see dead people” from the movie The Sixth Sense. Of the more 

than thirty gifted mediums I have worked with over the years (Schwartz, 2002; 2005; 

2011), less than a handful have reported actually or physically seeing the deceased.   
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One of them happens to be Rhonda R. E. Schwartz, a professional artist (and my 

wife), who unexpectedly began seeing spirit a few years after meeting me.  Rhonda is 

giving a presentation on the process and evidence for seeing spirit at this meeting.  

Another medium who sees spirits with her eyes happens to be a professional sculptor – 

usually of animals – and curiously, she began sculpting deceased people after she met 

me.   

 

The psychic sculptor is Patricia Sahlin, author of the book Mediums, Migraines 

and Magnetite (Sahlin, 2008).  Pat’s moving accounts of seeing ghosts, having 

conversations with deceased people, tracking down mysterious meteorites, exploring 

connections between headaches and magnetic crystalline structures and psychic abilities, 

comprise in her words “a very strange story.”    

 

However, it is prudent to remember the old saying “Truth can be stranger than 

fiction.”   Pat is adamant in reminding us that her book is not fiction.  In her words:  

 

“It’s true.  Bizarre?  Weird?  Completely out of the box?”  Oh definitely.  

Probably all that and more.  But nonetheless true.”  

 

 I will briefly review the “bizarre, weird, and completely out of the box 

circumstances” that led me to conclude that Pat had the capacity to create recognizable 

three-dimensional models of deceased people – even of people who she did not know – 

who came to her unannounced, and she had no idea who they might be.  

 

The Surprising Origin of Pat’s Psychic Sculpting 

 

 Below is how Pat described her experience in Mediums, Migraines and 

Magnetite.  I have inserted some commentary as appropriate. 

 

That sort of leads to another interesting experiment we’ve conducted, 

nearly by accident. In working with Dr. Gary Schwartz, we’ve done some very 

interesting things and sent him some unique communications. There have been 

times when I felt I had a message from someone who has gone on, and that it is to 

be passed along to someone who is still here.  

 

There was one particular case when someone seemed to want to reach 

Gary.  I tried to describe the person to him, but without much success. He didn’t 

really know who it might be. Then I tried using an IdentiKit; one of the devices 

used by many police departments to do a composite sketch, since I simply can’t 

draw. That was also a failure. But, in the meantime, we had been discussing the 

fact that apparently we can contact specific people who have gone on, and Gary 

had asked us to “Find someone for Grace”.  

 

 At the request of the deceased widow “Grace” (a pseudonym I selected), I did not 

use the widow’s or her husband’s name. What is important in this context concerns the 
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potential implications for psychic sculpting, not the particulars of this particular deceased 

person or his family. 

 

I had no idea who that might be, but Kate immediately said, “tweedy, as in 

soccer and that sort of thing; probably European; educated, connected with the 

publishing industry, and with agriculture.” Within minutes an image began to 

come to me.  

 

 Kate, Pat’s daughter, has mediumship gifts as well.  Kate’s mediumistic 

impressions, reported in italics above, turned out to precisely fit my request for Pat to 

“Find someone for Grace” (more details below). 

 

As I said, I cannot draw. But, I’m a sculptor. I’ve only done the human 

figure twice before, years ago. My forte is in animal portraits [sculptures], but 

someone clearly wanted to reach Gary and all our attempts to identify the person, 

to show Gary who it was, had failed.  

 

I finally said to myself “Okay, dummy. You’re a sculptor; so sculpt!” So I 

gave it a try.  

 

I did a little bust portrait of the man we could see, to the best of my ability, 

and then took some photos of it to send on to Gary. It wasn’t wonderfully 

accurate, but apparently was close enough. This time he had no problem with 

recognition, particularly when I said I felt the person wore glasses.  

 

In our conversation right after that, he let slip the name Bruce. That was 

all I had to go on. I still had no clue as to who the person actually was.  

 

 For the record, I accidently said the deceased man’s first name to Pat.  However, 

since this happened after the sculpture had been created it did not contaminate the 

intentional blinding of the sculpting process. 

 

In a conversation with Dr. Dean Radin of the Institute of Noetic Sciences, 

I explained what had happened and told him that all I had was the first name. 

Dean asked “Bruce Baxter?” I told him that I had no idea, and he asked if I’d 

email him the photo.  

 

I did, and it was only a few minutes later when his reply came back. 

“That’s Bruce Baxter all right. The only thing missing is his glasses.” 

 

Some commentary is useful here.  During this particularly time period, I was 

conducting a university-based double-blind mediumship experiment with my then post-

doctoral fellow Dr. Julie Beischel, currently Research Director of the Windbridge 

Institute.  We had been requested by “Grace,” wife of the late “Bruce Baxter” (also a 

pseudonym) – a distinguished European parapsychologist – to include her in our ongoing 

experiment.  
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Given Bruce’s deep interest in life after death, it occurred to me that maybe Bruce 

had decided to “drop in” on Pat and see if he could goad her to make some sort of picture 

of him.  The reason was that Pat had spontaneously called me within days of our 

conducting the Baxter double-blind research reading.   

 

For the record, I was subsequently invited to present our findings publicly at a one 

day conference in Europe in honor of Mr. Baxter.  

 

So the upshot was that it turned out to be Bruce Baxter, a friend of Gary’s 

from Europe who was indeed involved in publishing and agricultural journals, as 

well as a very active voice in the study of the paranormal and life in the hereafter.  

 

Bruce had passed on at a testimonial dinner a few months before, while 

essentially in the midst of a debate on the subject of life after death. His wife’s 

name? Grace. Of course. Both the man who was trying to make contact and the 

man Gary asked us to find were one and the same. Bruce apparently worked for 

years toward proving the theory of life after death. If the little sculpture means 

anything, he has not only proven his point, but he’s still taking a very active 

interest and perhaps an active part in developments. 

 

Following on the heels of that remarkable event, Gary asked me if I could 

contact Susy Smith, the author of many books on the afterlife, and if I could do a 

portrait of her, but this one was a bit different. Susy was someone Gary had 

known and worked with as an old lady in her lifetime.  

 

He had an early photo of her and wanted to see if I could match it.  

 

 Correction – it was not actually a photo, but a self-portrait that Susy had painted 

of herself, probably when she was in her forties. Also, I did not tell Pat ahead of time 

about the self-portrait.  It was only upon seeing Pat’s sculpture of Susy that I saw the 

striking match to Susy’s special self-portrait. 

 

Susy was another one who was highly active in paranormal work and has 

several books published about it. I believe she still wants to continue to prove her 

point, long after her passing.  

 

I did manage to contact her [psychically] and completed another sculpture, 

once again sending the photo to Gary. He was able to match up points from the 

photo, using a series of scientific measurements, and felt that it actually was a 

portrait of her. I had mixed feelings about it, and I’ll tell you why. 

 

If it had been my choice, I would not have tried to match an existing photo 

that Gary owns.  Obviously I could be tapping into his vision of it and doing a sort 

of mental cheating to create the portrait. I strongly prefer to have the person come 
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to me as an unknown and present an image for me to do, and then see if I can 

have it identified.  

 

 I agree with Pat here.  The Bruce sculpture was truly “blind,” though I had taken a 

photo of Bruce in Europe while he was alive; hence I had an image of Bruce in my head 

as well.    

Of course, unlike with Susy, where I had asked Pat to attempt to contact her, I had 

not asked Pat to attempt to contact Bruce.  As stated earlier, I had no idea that Bruce 

might, of all people, attempt to contact Pat, nor would I have guessed, in a billion years, 

that Pat (or anyone, for that matter) might make a spontaneous sculpture of a deceased 

European parapsychologist! 

 

In this case, the first thing I saw of Susy was not the image Gary wanted, 

but of a young lady, perhaps in her mid-teens. I felt a need to complete it, and I 

did so, long before I ever saw any photo of her. Some months later I found an 

image of her in her later years online. Could my interpretation be of a young 

Susy? You decide. 

 

 The image on the left is a digital photo I took of the self-portrait made by Susy. I 

did not email Pat this image until after she had completed her sculpture of Susy on the 

right.  The images are displayed on the next page. 

 

 
A Third Surprising Sculpture 

 

 Apparently, sometime after the Susy sculpture, another unknown deceased male 

was seen by Pat, and she made a sculpture of him.   She sent me a copy of the sculpture, 

and asked me who it might be.  Initially I had no idea, and told her so.  Pat has wondered 

whether he might be a deceased astronaut. 

 

 Meanwhile, a few weeks later, I happened to glance at a wall that displayed an 

early photograph of my father and mother taken when they were first married in the early 
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1940’s.  To my surprise, there was a resemblance between Pat’s third sculpture and my 

father. 

 

 Below is a set of images. The set contains a digital photo I took of the old 

photograph of my father (my mother is not included), with Pat’s two male sculptures 

below it. 

 

 I will let you determine which of the two sculptures you believe best matches the 

image of Howard.   

 

Notice that because neither of the sculptures is smiling, whereas the photo is 

smiling, the resemblance of the sculptures to the photo requires some inference.  

However, if you focus on components, such as (1) hair, and (2) noses, you will begin to 

make a reasonable discernment. 

 

 
 

Future Research with Psychic Sculptors? 

 

 If Pat is correct, it should be possible to perform future controlled research with 

psychic sculptors.    
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Imagine if we combined psychic sculpting with the “double deceased” paradigm 

(where one deceased person brings a second deceased person to a medium under blinded 

conditions, Schwartz, 2011) in future experiments? 

 

Imagine if we requested that sometimes the deceased wear disguises, and even 

intentionally impersonate other deceased individuals?  Could they fool the sculptor? 

 

Can the deceased, as it sometimes claimed, show themselves at different ages, and 

be sculpted accurately at different stages of their life? 

 

Future research can address challenging and meaningful questions such as these.  
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